RIBA In-Practice CPD 2019

Your needs
Your practice
Your CPD
Did you know you can have the latest RIBA-accredited CPD delivered in your practice?

We can provide in-practice training from our current CPD offer or develop personalised content to meet your practice’s training needs. Benefits include:

✅ Significant savings on course fees
✅ 30% discount for RIBA Chartered Practices
✅ Focused and bespoke training
✅ Convenience
✅ Team building opportunities

Whether you are looking for a succinct update on planning issues or advancing your career by joining the RIBA Conservation Register, the RIBA CPD 2019 programme will help you to meet your training needs, maintain professional competence, acquire new skills, contend with disruption, future-proof yourself and your business and deliver socially purposeful architecture. The RIBA-accredited, in-practice CPD programme is delivered in various formats, from half day sessions to four-day courses.

For more information on the RIBA CPD programme and content, please contact the RIBA CPD Programme team on riba.cpd@riba.org or call +44 (0)20 7307 3848.

Topics currently available for delivery in your practice are:

**Bespoke CPD**
Request a bespoke CPD seminar or course, delivered to suit the current training requirements of your staff.

**RIBA GDPR CPD**
Looking to gain an understanding of your obligations under the 2018 General Data Protection Regulations? Would you like to equip your staff with the tools required to make your business compliant?

By attending this seminar, your staff will:

✅ Learn about the GDPR and the main changes to data protection
✅ Know how to prepare for the new data rules
✅ Understand how the new regulations affect consent, data use and your client relationships
✅ Gain 2.5 hours of RIBA-accredited Detailed Knowledge CPD

For more information on the RIBA GDPR CPD programme, visit architecture.com/GDPRCPD.
RIBA Core CPD & RIBA City CPD Club

Would you like to access the latest RIBA CPD seminars at a time that is convenient to your staff?
We can help your team meet their core curriculum needs by delivering a programme of structured, 2.5 hours seminars covering the 10 mandatory Core Curriculum topics.
For more information on the RIBA Core CPD programme, visit architecture.com/CoreCPD and architecture.com/CityCPD for the RIBA City CPD Club programme.

RIBA CDM Legal Practicalities

Looking to boost your practice’s CDM 2015 knowledge in an engaging and interactive format? Do your team need further clarification on the different Dutyholders?
The half and one-day CDM Legal Practicalities Courses will provide attendees with the opportunity to learn about the Regulations by:

- Reviewing all the Dutyholders, including the Principal Designer
- Participating in an interactive quiz
- Working through a fictional and a real case
For more information on the RIBA CDM Legal Practicalities Course programme, visit architecture.com/CDMCourse

RIBA Principal Designer Course

Is there anyone in your practice looking to consolidate their skills and knowledge in the Principal Designer role?
The interactive half, one-day and two-day courses will provide your staff with the opportunity to:

- Understand the practicalities of the CDM Regulation
- Explore your practice’s ongoing projects as case studies
- Participate in an online exam
- Gain confidence in their skills
For more information on the RIBA Principal Designer Course programme, visit architecture.com/PrincipalDesignerCourse

RIBA Access Consultancy Course

Do your staff need to learn more about inclusive environments? Does anyone in your practice wish to become an access consultant?
The engaging one and two-day courses will help your staff to:

- Develop their knowledge of legislation and regulations covering inclusive design
- Understand the different user needs
- Learn about the ‘core competences and skills requirements’
- Gain exclusive access to NRAC-only tender opportunities by becoming an NRAC Access Consultant
- Participate in mini-audits, design appraisals and workshops discussing case studies
For more information on the RIBA Access Consultancy Course programme, visit architecture.com/AccessConsultancyCourse
RIBA Conservation Course

Does anyone in your practice have a passion for conservation architecture? Do they want to develop specialist knowledge, skills and connections in the field? Are they interested in taking a route onto the RIBA Conservation Register?

The four-day course will help your staff to:

- Develop their specialism in conservation architecture
- Develop practical knowledge and skills in conservation
- Refresh their knowledge or formalise learning from experience in the field
- Provide evidence to support their application onto the RIBA Conservation Register and other accreditation schemes

For more information on the RIBA Conservation Course programme, visit architecture.com/ConservationCourse

RIBA Advanced Conservation Course

Has anyone in your practice already attended the RIBA four-day conservation course or have a conservation qualification? Are they interested in developing their conservation and adaptation knowledge and skills further?

A two-day course to support your staff’s progression in the Conservation field by focusing on:

- The conservation process, elements and materials not covered in the RIBA Conservation Course
- Content based on the internationally recognised ICOMOS Guidelines for Education and Training
- Conservation in practice, presenting fresh and diverse projects and case studies
- Showcasing the work of different scale projects
- Demonstrating the full range of core skills needed by conservation architects

For more information on the RIBA Advanced Conservation Course programme, visit architecture.com/ConservationCourse

Course fees

Core/City CPD or other 2.5 hour seminars for up to 40 delegates:

- RIBA Chartered Practice Rate £1,800+VAT
- Other organisations £2,550+VAT

Half-day Courses (3 hours) for up to 40 delegates:

- RIBA Chartered Practice Rate £2,000+VAT
- Other organisations £2,850+VAT

One-day Courses (6 hours) for up to 25 delegates:

- RIBA Chartered Practice Rate £3,150+VAT
- Other organisations £4,500+VAT

Two-day Courses (12 hours) for up to 20 delegates:

- RIBA Chartered Practice Rate £5,250+VAT
- Other organisations £7,500+VAT

Please note above course fees do not include catering or venue costs. For bespoke CPD course fees, please contact the RIBA CPD Programme team on riba.cpd@riba.org or call +44 (0)20 7307 3848.

The RIBA CPD programme is also delivered on a regional basis, in various English locations, throughout 2018. For more information on the RIBA CPD offer, visit architecture.com/CPDProgramme